OUR MISSION

Granary Row serves the needs of the people who live, work, and play in the Granary district by supporting a vibrant, locally sourced, and symbiotic street culture.

Granary Row is a prototype for reclaiming vehicle rights-of-way to achieve neighborhood goals. Specifically, the goal to have development reflect and reinforce the neighborhood’s maker roots.

Our commercial spaces nurture microventures that will seed the neighborhood with a steady and diverse stream of creative and driven entrepreneurs. Our tenants are drawn from the area’s existing arts, bike, entrepreneurial, and foodie communities.

We are non-profit.
We are resource-wise.
We are inclusive.

BIG IDEAS » MORE BIG IDEAS

Granary Row is the very sort of “big idea” that it hopes to foster — a bold urban venture aimed at inspiring and fostering the entrepreneurial ambitions of Salt Lake City’s creative class. At its core, it’s an experiment in ware-steading the Granary with microventures that will make the District their home — in turn sustaining the neighborhood as a place where makers live, work, and play.